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Abstract

The erection of roadside memorials in Sweden is commonly considered a novel practice, appearing during the last 10-15 years. Nevertheless similar precedent practices can be found in the history of Sweden.

Stories about marking the site of an unexpected death with a cross could be said to date back to the eleventh century legend of Saint Sigfrid, telling of the first English missionary to spread Christendom in Sweden. A phenomenon more specifically related to the road is the so called offerkast, [literally: ‘victim throw’ or ‘sacrifice throw’] referring to the throwing of twigs, branches, and stones onto places of accidental death by the road. This practice is for instance mentioned in Carl von Linné’s travels of Västergötland in 1746 where it is commented on as a rural custom. An early literary mentioning of the similar practice of throwing stones onto places where extraordinary things had happened can be found in the so called first Swedish humanist, Olaus Magnus, fantastic work Historia de gentibus septentrionalibus from 1555.

Although these precedent practices may not be directly related to the recent practice of Swedish roadside memorialisation they are none the less interesting as a backdrop to the phenomenon. This since, as Jennifer Clark and Ashley Cheshire recognize in their comparative study of roadside memorials in New South Wales, Australia, and Texas, United States, spontaneous memorialisation of today often draws from the cultural and religious heritage of the locale. Another concern is that changes in our attitudes towards death may span over several generations and thus go beyond collective memory. Hence, to minimize ‘the risk of attributing originality to phenomena that are really much older’, as Philippe Ariès states in The Hour of Death, I believe it is important to examine mentioned precedent practices in order to fully understand current Swedish roadside memorialisation.

Introduction

The practice of erecting roadside memorials, wherever motor vehicle accidents have ended people’s lives, is a widespread phenomenon. It has been spotted in Northern and Southern Europe, North, South and Central America, Australasia and Japan.\(^1\) The memorialisation of road crash victims should further be seen as a distinctive subset of what is commonly known as spontaneous memorialisation, which refers to unofficial public memorialisation on a place of fatality.\(^2\) Spontaneous memorialisation may thus appear on a variety of places that have witnessed sudden death, such as sites of terrorist attacks, catastrophes, murders and the like. Expressively, one of the earliest published references to the practice describes a memorial created on the square where Israel’s Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin was murdered in 1995.\(^3\) Other examples are spontaneously created memorials for the fatal car crash of Princess Diana, the Oklahoma City bombing, the shooting at Columbine High school, and the New York/Washington terrorist attacks.\(^4\) In Sweden we have seen spontaneous memorials created at the murder site of Prime Minister Olof Palme and, later, Foreign Minister Anna Lind, as well as after a large fire at a discotheque in Gothenburg, the wreckage of the ship M/S Estonia, and in connection to the international catastrophe of the Tsunami.\(^5\)

Although the phenomenon of spontaneous memorialisation, including roadside memorials, seems to have appeared during the last 10-15 years, similar precedent practices can be found.\(^6\) These precedent practices may not be specifically related to the recent practice of spontaneous memorialisation but they are none the less interesting as a backdrop to the phenomenon. Or, as the researchers of classics, history and religion, Jennifer Clark and Ashley Cheshire, puts it, spontaneous memorialisation often draw from the cultural and religious heritage of the locale,\(^7\) even though, as the authors further state, this alone does not explain the phenomenon’s recent dissemination.\(^8\)

Another reason for mentioning these precedent practices is that changes in our attitudes towards death tend to arise very slowly or else occur suddenly between long periods of stability, as recognised by the
historian Philippe Ariés. These long periods of stability may, according to Ariés, span over several generations and thus go beyond collective memory. Hence, to minimize ‘the risk of attributing originality to phenomena that are really much older’, I believe it might be fruitful to look at practices that are somewhat similar to roadside memorialisation. Since the subject of roadside memorials has, as far as I know, not yet been studied in a Swedish context the focus will in this paper be on examples of precedent practices situated in Sweden.

Backdrop to roadside memorials in Sweden

Stories about marking the site of an unexpected death could in Sweden be dated back to the legend of Saint Sigfrid. The legend, which tells the tale of how the Englishman Sigfrid came to Sweden as the first Christian missionary in the eleventh century, mentions the erection of a cross by a grave for an apostle, who died a sudden death, as a sign that he died a Christian. Other stories, connected to the legend, speak of crosses erected along the road to invite prayer.

The folk custom of marking the place of an unexpected death, by erecting a stone, a cross, or by carving a cross and the name of the deceased in a tree trunk located nearby such a fatal site, seems to have existed in Sweden as early as the twelfth century. Although most documentation in Lund University Folk life archive, Lund University Folk Life Archive, refers to crosses erected or carved during the nineteenth century, a specifically interesting example, closely related to the erection of roadside memorials, reveals a stone with an inscribed cross placed on the site where a young man died in a fatal motorcycle accident sometime in the early days of motorcycling. Which in Sweden would imply somewhere between nineteen ten to nineteen thirty.

A phenomenon more specifically related to the road is the so called offerkast. The term offerkast is made out of the two words offer, meaning victim or sacrifice, and kast, meaning a throw, and stand for a pile of twigs or pebbles thrown onto a place of sudden death by road travellers. Sometimes the pile of twigs or pebbles was accompanied by a cross, which could be cut into a nearby rock or tree or simply erected on the spot. While it seems to have been most common to throw twigs and stones onto an offerkast, possibly because of their frequent occurrence by the roadside, items such as coins, sugar cubes, and in the wintertime even snowballs, were occasionally thrown.

The first literary mentioning of offerkast dates back to the mid sixteenth century when the first Swedish humanist, Olaus Magnus, famous for his fantastic work on the Nordic people, refers to the folk custom of throwing stones onto places where extraordinary things had happened. However, the Swedish researcher of folk life, Sigurd Erixon, claims that the custom referred to by Magnus is actually an earlier offerkast legend, from 1025-50, called Brödrahalla. Erixon makes this claim since Magnus places the custom in the exact same region as where the hill Brödrahalla is situated. Hence, as Erixon puts it, through the rite of throwing stones the legend is fixed to a specific location, while the model of explanation (the myth) changes. Another source of reference is Carl von Linné who, in his travels of Västergötland in 1746, refers to the practice of throwing twigs, branches, and stones onto places of accidental death by the road as a rural custom. In Lund University Folk Life archive generous documentation mentioning the use of offerkast in the eighteenth and nineteenth century can be found, with a few exceptions mentioning offerkast active as late as the end of the nineteen thirties. Additionally, a listener’s question, put on air in 1985 by the public radio in Sweden, Sveriges Radio, evoked several answers mentioning offerkast still active at the time of the radio broadcast.

Other practices worth mentioning briefly, although dealing with travelling with the dead body rather than to accidental death by the road, is the marking of vilstenar or likstenar, meaning resting stones or corpse stones [my translation], as well as korstallar or liktallar, meaning cross pines or corpse pines [my translation]. These were authorised places where the pallbearers, carrying the deceased from home to the church, could set the coffin down and rest for a while. Sometimes a cross was carved to mark the resting place and sometimes the deceased name and date of death was imprinted. Some of
these resting places even functioned as offerkast, onto which travellers threw twigs and stones. Another related practice is marking the place where the pallbearers first reached the main road to the church.

**Body, soul, place**

The main motivation for the customs mentioned seems to be the popular belief that the soul lingered on some time after death and that it furthermore had the power to trouble the living, if you did not take the necessary precautions. When looking at the documents describing the Swedish customs we find that if someone died, as it were, before their time on earth was up, the soul was believed to linger on to the place of death until the time of predetermined death should have occurred. The throwing of twigs and stones onto an offerkast was hence a practice to be executed for as long as the soul was considered still on earth. Interestingly enough, a similar idea, although without superstitious characteristics, is presented in a newly conducted interview study of recent Swedish roadside memorialisation, where one of the interviewed survivors emphasises the importance of caring for the grave of her deceased son for as long as he would have ‘normally’ lived.

The documents from Lund University Folk life archive reveal that the dead soul was most often considered dangerous and hence an offerkast, as well as a stone or a cross, was a construction made to persuade the dead soul to not haunt or harm passers by. One informant tells of the fear of getting sick if not throwing something onto an offerkast. Conversely, you could also regain health by repetitious sacrificing to an offerkast. Some documents even refer to the soul as good, and the throwing of twigs as a gift to the soul, illustrated by these words: ‘Take these branches to light and warm up your cold room’ [my translation]. The same informant also points to the pile of twigs as a means to help the dead light a fire guiding road travellers at dark nights.

The Swedish researcher of folk life, Carl-Martin Bergstrand, investigates the hypothesis that stones were thrown onto an offerkast in order to weigh the soul down. Erixon speaks of the practice of throwing twigs in a similar way, i.e. as a means to bind the soul to earth. However, Bergstrand later concludes that it probably is the very act of sacrificing that is important, not the value or the weight of the things sacrificed.

It further seems evident that the place for an offerkast was considered sacred or enchanted. One document states that when an old road was rebuilt and straightened in the nineteen thirties, the road workers carefully moved an offerkast so as not to enrage the dead. The same source interestingly tells that the new offerkast, placed some ten meters from the actual place of death, did not attract the same sanctity as the old one. Similar actions, although tied to more worldly considerations, may also be found in recent roadside memorialisation. As when the Swedish department of transportation moves roadside memorials, while maintaining and rebuilding roads, so as not to rage the survivors.

Worldly considerations for the erection of offerkast may however also be found. One informant from the Lund University Folk life archive states that ‘Where a person died by accident or where she was beaten to death, one used to erect a cross in remembrance of how uncertain life was’ [my translation]. Others simply refer to the construction of a cross, a stone, or an offerkast as a means to remember and honour the dead. Similarly, one document simply talks about the growing pile of stones as the production of a memorial. These are all reasons which, according to the earlier mentioned interview study, have their equivalence in recent Swedish roadside memorialisation.

**Mixing the old and the new?**

Recent studies of roadside memorials often put forward the practice as a mix of both old and new customs. In the US, the custom of erecting roadside memorials is often considered to originate from
the old Hispanic practice of constructing *cruses*, crosses, wherever the sixteenth century’s early Spanish conquistadors met death unexpectedly along the road, such as during Indian attacks, and thus had to be buried where they fell.55 Northern New Mexico’s cultural ambassador, Juan Estevan Arellano, speaks of roadside memorials as an imitation of the old Hispanic custom of marking the *descansos*, meaning resting places, wherever the funeral procession had to stop and rest on its journey between church and the *campo santo*.56 However, according to the anthropologists David Kozak and Camillus Lopez, even the indigenous Indians of Southern Arizona, such as the Tohono O’odham tribe, marked sites of sudden death long before they were Christianised, in this case with rock-piles.57 Similarly, in one of his articles on popular belief, Erixon is inclined to at some extent agree with researchers that consider the construction of rock-piles to originally have been a general and international burial custom of great age, which later came to include the covering of victims of accidents, murders, or criminals.58

The writer Cynthia Henzel further recognises that just as the popular tradition of celebrating the Day of the Dead in Mexico presently is a mix of both indigenous Indian beliefs and European Catholic customs, so is the practice of erecting roadside crosses in north-eastern Mexico.59 Moreover, while the initial practice may be linked to both Catholic beliefs and indigenous Indian customs, the recent practice of marking the place of death has gradually become a secular commemoration of a life lost, states Henzel.60 Hence, to mark a place that has witnessed violent death could be seen as part of an old tradition just as well as a new custom. Or, as Henzel puts it, ‘Place has thus once again provided the continuity and transition between the old and the new’.61

Another way of seeing it, put forward by Clark and Cheshire, may be to look upon roadside memorialisation as a recent international phenomenon, emerging from a collective experience of motoring and media culture and as a reaction to the distancing of death from society.62 In contrast, Nobuho Tomita, professor of victimology at Tokiwa University in Japan, interprets the recent dissemination of roadside memorials in Japan as a reflection of the country’s growing comfort with public displays of grief.63 ‘Survivors used to be expected to keep a stiff upper lip’ says Tomita, ‘But now people will say things like don’t keep your grief bottled up, it’s ok to let it out’.64 A similar reflection may be found in before mentioned Swedish interview study, where roadside memorialisation is seen as a complementary way to commemorate the deceased’s personal and social life rather than as a counteracting phenomenon.65 The recent shift from an institutional to an individual notion of death, leaving its mark on everything from newspaper death announcements, to ritual activity, memorials and places of death,66 may be a further cause.

As recognised by among others Clark and Cheshire, media culture has a large part to play in the dissemination of spontaneous memorials.67 This connection is also to be found in Sweden. The media coverage of Prime Minister Olof Palme’s murder in 1986 was widespread. At the murder site, a memorial space soon grew large as many people came to place flowers directly on the site of death. For many of the interviewees in previously mentioned study, the sight of Palme’s memorial on TV was their first acquaintance with the practice of placing flowers directly on a site of death. Subsequently, almost all interviewees refer to the late nineteen eighties and early nineties as a starting point for the appearance of roadside memorials in Sweden, with an increase in numbers during the nineties and early two thousands.68 The increase of spontaneous memorials in Sweden then seems to follow the occurrence of four great disasters in a time span of only ten years, starting with wreckage at sea in 1994, when the ship M/S Estonia was swallowed by the Baltic Sea, leading to the death of 852 people, of which 580 were Swedish citizens. This incident was followed by a fire at a local meeting hall in Gothenburg in 1998, killing 63 young people attending a discotheque, which in turn was followed by the murder of the Swedish Foreign Minister Anna Lind in 2003.69 The last disaster was the international catastrophe of the Tsunami in South-East Asia in 2004, which caused the death of 702 Swedes.
Moreover, various media reports of Swedish families grieving their loved ones lost in the Tsunami has revealed yet another form of memorialisation, such as the creation of a memorial in ones own home. Some survivors even tell of the act of bringing home sand from the beach where the deceased went missing. The mentioned interview study shows that the practice of creating home-based memorials, as well as the practice of bringing things from the accident site back home, is also to be found in connection to fatal motor vehicle accidents.70

Discussion

As we have seen, and as revealed by Clark and Cheshire, the cultural and religious heritage of the locale does not alone explain the recent dissemination of roadside memorialisation.71 However, since spontaneous memorialisation of today often draws from the cultural and religious heritage of the place where it is situated, we have also found several precedent practices that by various scholars and spokespersons are claimed as forerunners to roadside memorialisation

Further on, considered in the light of before mentioned interview study of recent Swedish roadside memorialisation, Henzel’s recognition that place may provide a continuity and transition between the old and the new is highly interesting.72 This since nearly all of the persons interviewed referred to the practice of erecting roadside memorials in Sweden as something that must be inspired by other cultures, either by an increased travelling, by media coverage from abroad, or from a greater number of immigrants in the Swedish society.73 In mentioned study, the practice of placing a memorial directly on the site of death was simply not considered as following Swedish customs and grieving traditions. This suggests that the precedent practices mentioned in this paper, which lasted until at least the nineteen thirties, have been forgotten or, to use Ariés words, now are beyond collective memory.74

I therefore believe it might be important to apply the late Erixon’s words, of how through the rite the legend is fixed to a specific location, while the model of explanation changes,75 to the discussion of the dissemination of roadside memorials. Especially in order to not, as Ariés puts it, attribute originality to phenomena that are really much older.76 By doing this we might suggest that the story of the deceased and his/her encounter with death is fixed to the site of death, through the construction and maintenance of a memorial, while the myth surrounding this production and practice continuously changes.
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